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Government Information Leaks and the First Amendment

Alan M. Katz†

This Comment analyzes the extent to which the first amendment protects government employees who leak government information and the press that publishes such information. After setting out the interests of the parties involved when an unauthorized leak occurs, the author suggests tests to determine the extent of first amendment protection in this area.

The executive and legislative branches of government have elaborate machinery for protecting the confidentiality of information used in policymaking and administration. But sometimes that machinery fails and information is disclosed to the public through unauthorized leaks by government employees. When that happens, these branches sometimes look to the courts to reassert control, either through prior restraint on publication by the press or through subsequent punishment of the employee or the press.¹ The focus of this Comment is the extent to which the first amendment² should be used by the courts to protect gov-

† B.A. 1970, Duke University; J.D. 1975, Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California, Berkeley.

Part of the research for this Comment was conducted under a Boalt Hall Law Research Award.

1. See, e.g., United States v. Russo, 442 F.2d 498 (9th Cir. 1971) (criminal prosecution of alleged leakers under the espionage chapter of the federal criminal code); Bottcher v. State of Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services, 361 F. Supp. 1123 (N.D. Fla. 1973) (civil action by leaker against former employer who fired her allegedly because of a leak); New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971) (action by the United States government for permanent injunction against newspapers to prohibit the publication of specific leaked documents); People v. Kunkin, 9 Cal. 3d 245, 507 P.2d 1392, 107 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1973) (state criminal prosecution of newspaper publisher and reporter for receiving stolen property, in this case documents containing information the newspaper then published); Pearson v. Dodd, 410 F.2d 701 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 947 (1969) (tort action for invasion of privacy and conversion against newspaper columnists who received leaked documents and published columns based on the information in these documents).

2. As a policy issue, it is difficult to decide when a government employee is justified in making public information that her superiors have decided should not be released. The Code of Ethics of government employees appears to require that the employee will expose corruption “wherever discovered.” H.R. Con. Res. 175, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., 103 CONG. REC. 16,297 (1957). The Code of Ethics reads in part:

Any person in Government service should:

1. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to country above loyalty to persons, party, or Government department.
ernment employees who make unauthorized leaks and the press that publishes leaked information. Part I of this Comment analyzes the interests involved in determining the extent of first amendment protection, including relevant parties' first amendment and confidentiality interests. Part II discusses the major judicial sanctions that the government seeks to use against the press, i.e., prior restraint and subsequent punishment, and the appropriate first amendment standards for the use of these sanctions. Part III examines the first amendment questions raised when the government seeks to invoke criminal, civil, or administrative sanctions against the offending employee, after an unauthorized leak.

Discussion of information leaks most often focuses on national defense information, because national defense is the area in which the government presumably has the greatest interest in regulating the flow of information. Although the analysis in this Comment also applies to national defense information, its focus will be on information leaked by employees of domestic agencies, e.g., disclosure that the Public Health Service Tuskegee Study was studying rather than treating some black males who had syphilis, disclosure of cost overruns in government contracts, and disclosure of political bases for antitrust enforcement policies.

I

INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS OF LEAKS

A "leak" by a government employee is the release, outside official public information channels, of previously undisclosed government information. There are two species of leaks; authorized and unauthorized. Authorized leaks are an established part of government information

9. Expose corruption wherever discovered. This is the narrowest perimeter by which to define situations where unauthorized disclosure is necessary.

In contrast, government watchdog attorney Ralph Nader advocates "whistle-blowing" disclosure by government employees. WHISTLE BLOWING: THE REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE ON PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (R. Nader, P. Petkas & K. Blackwell ed. 1972). Nader defines whistle-blowing in terms of the employee drawing a line where responsibility to society transcends responsibility to the organization. See Blumberg, Corporate Responsibility and the Employee's Duty of Loyalty and Obedience: A Preliminary Inquiry, 24 OKLA. L. REV. 279, 280 (1971). The People's Bicentennial Commission, among others, has advocated a position similar to Nader's, on the ground that the whistle-blower is the public's last line of defense against any government abuse of the public trust.

However, this concept has been criticized for exactly what Nader likes about it—the emphasis on individual responsibility. Critics argue that it is not the role of the employee to balance the interests at stake and to make the decision whether or not to maintain confidentiality. See, e.g., The Supreme Court, 1970 Term, 85 HARV. L. REV. 199, 211 (1971).
An unauthorized leak, the subject of this Comment, occurs when a government employee makes public information that her superiors and the government information machinery have chosen not to disclose. Whether authorized or unauthorized, leaks transmitted to the public by the media are an important source of political news.

3. An authorized leak is the release of information by a government official in accordance with administration policy, but on a not-for-attribution basis. The public receives the news under a rubric such as "informed sources said" or "sources close to the President said." The overconcealment of government information makes it impossible for the government to effectively communicate with the citizenry without leaks. New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971) (Frankel affidavit).

The government authorizes leaks to accomplish numerous governmental purposes: to prevent an act, to instigate or further a given action, to justify an action already taken, to expose what the leaker considers to be wrongdoings of individuals, to float a trial balloon to test reactions, or to communicate its viewpoint and information without distortion. See J. Stevens, Manipulating Secrecy 2 (Univ. of Mo. Freedom of Information Center Report No. 274, 1971), where the author suggests these categories and discusses examples of each. Additionally, high officials often conceal government information while in office but include it in their memoirs, which are then sold both as historical documents and for personal profit. See Hearings Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations on United States Government Information Policies and Practices, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, 333 (1971) [hereinafter cited as 1971 Hearings] (David Wise discusses examples of ex-government officials profiting from the sale of books containing classified information). Authorized leaking makes a mockery of information law because policy-makers enforce arbitrary criteria against others while being themselves engaged in systematically releasing self-serving news on a not-for-attribution basis.

Releasing selected news to favored reporters is a long-established practice, but it was during World War II that the leak was formalized as the background briefing. Now backgrounds called by officials outnumber those instigated by reporters. L. Wolfson, The Press Covers Government: The Nixon Years from 1969 to Watergate 31-32 (1973) (A Study by the Department of Communication, The American University, Washington, D.C., for the National Press Club) [hereinafter cited as Wolfson]. This creates a "necessity" for the reporter and publisher to maintain a cozy relationship with the official, thus subverting the independence of the press. Id. at 32.

4. This Comment is limited to examining leaks by federal government employees in the executive branch. Space constraints limit the discussion to the federal government. The executive branch was chosen because the bulk of government information and employees are in this branch, and if the leaking of information is protected by the first amendment, leaking from one of the political branches is more likely to be protected than leaking from the judiciary. This is because it is the political nature of the information that suggests that expression might be within the scope of the first amendment, whereas in the judicial branch the analysis is different because of the paramount importance that is placed on the rights of litigants, particularly defendants in criminal cases.

5. This Comment discusses leaks to the press, but Congress may also be the recipient of leaks from the executive branch. Generally, a government employee who provides information to Congress will come within statutorily protected rights of civil servants to petition Congress. Since Congress is more representative of diverse viewpoints, many of which diverge from administration policy, it might be thought that leaks to Congress of information which the administration refuses to release would be a significant source of information for the public. However, this process cannot replace the direct leak to the press for three reasons. First, because congresspersons are dependent on maintaining a working relationship with the administration to achieve enactment of
A. First Amendment and Confidentiality Interests

Determining the extent of first amendment protection that courts should give to the employee who leaks the information and the press that publishes it requires weighing the government's and the public's interest in confidentiality against the first amendment interests of the public, press, and government employees. The public has an important first amendment interest in receiving information necessary for informed self-government. The press has a complementary interest in publishing such information. The government employee's interest is in expressing opinions and contributing information to the public discussion of issues of self-government. The process of weighing these interests involves both identifying their specific nature and determining their importance.

The government has several interests that may be threatened by the unauthorized release of government information. Each of these interests is both an interest of the public and an institutional interest of the government. The first and most basic is an interest in survival, which provides the classic rationale for controlling national defense information. Unauthorized leaks of information such as the technical description of a sophisticated weapon could endanger the very existence of the state, and in this sense control of leaks serves the most basic of the government's interests, which is to provide for its own security.

Second, the interest in an open decisionmaking process within the executive branch is threatened by unauthorized leaks. If leaks were protected, the inability of policymakers to trust their subordinates and have confidence in the security of documents would be an incentive to have decisions made by smaller groups of individuals with restricted outside input, with more limited documentation, and with more limited discussion of the subject. Thus, it can be argued that protecting leaks as a means of facilitating the flow of government information to the public would have the opposite result.

legislation, patronage, and the cooperation of federal agencies, they are rarely willing to act as a funnel for information to the public. Second, because congresspersons use leaked information to further their own political careers, government employees are reluctant to communicate with the public through congresspersons. Third, because newpersons traditionally protect the secrecy of the sources of information at all costs, government employees who desire to leak information while protecting their own anonymity are more likely to place their confidence in newpersons than in legislators. Thus, while furnishing information to congresspersons who have a podium from which to be heard could conceivably be an important source of political dialogue in the media, in practice it is limited. In addition, congressional committees have been willing to pledge, as a condition of receiving classified information, not to divulge such information to the public. In a recent incident, a member of Congress who broke his pledge of secrecy and divulged information of a sensitive nature because he felt the disclosure was required for the country's well-being, was removed by the Speaker from a position of access to such material. Chicago Sun-Times, July 18, 1975, at 8, col. 1.
A third government interest is that of efficient administration. Internal cooperation is necessary for efficient government. Policymakers must be able to trust their subordinates, and they therefore properly demand loyalty. Allowing civil servants to leak information would undermine this cooperative working relationship. An extension of this argument is that judicially condoned leaking would become a means of fighting for positions of power within the bureaucracy and would render government agencies incapable of working cohesively to carry out their functions.

Closely akin to the interest in efficient administration is an interest in preserving the confidence of those outside government—whether private citizens or foreign states—that the integrity of their dealings with the government will be maintained. The government has files concerning individuals and information on foreign governments that probably should remain confidential under any circumstances. People outside government tend to view the government as a monolithic institution, and the unauthorized release of such confidential information tends to discredit the government as a whole. The leaking of information could seriously impair the trust necessary for effective foreign policy and domestic administration.

A final aspect of the government’s interest in effective governing is that at some point debate must cease and action be taken. The government should have sufficient institutional mechanisms for providing information to the public and for receiving public input, but the government cannot be effective unless it is able at some point to set a policy and implement it without being sabotaged by employees who favor a different policy. If in each government office the employees who disagreed with current policy leaked information in an attempt to cause a public furor concerning the policy, the resulting opposition to government activities would render the government ineffective.

These legitimate government interests should be distinguished from the spurious interest in concealing embarrassing or criminal-conduct information in the name of executive privilege or confidentiality. This spurious interest adds nothing to the weight of the government’s need for confidentiality, and in some leak situations might reduce the weight that should be given to the government’s interests in security, efficiency, and effectiveness.

Partly to protect these legitimate interests and partly for other reasons, government secrecy has mushroomed since World War II. The policy of wartime censorship was retained, and in some cases enlarged to meet the exigencies of the cold war, American international commit-

7. 1 Z. Chafee, Jr., Government and Mass Communications 466-68 (1947).
ments, and the nuclear arms race. The interrelationship of military, economic, and political concerns has legitimized the extension of secrecy beyond national defense information. Other factors, already noted in the 1950's, are the expansion of government into new fields, the enlargement of the power of the executive branch, the complexity of issues, and greater ability to manipulate public opinion due to more effective public relations techniques.

The first amendment interests of the public, press, and individual government employees, on the other hand, may demand the protection of at least some leaks. The public's need for information relevant to self-government is a first amendment interest that is often furthered when leaking is protected. In periods of insecurity, the government frequently cuts off the flow of information to the citizenry by controlling public expression by employees; thus, the public's right to know depends on protecting the government employee's right to make public what she knows. The opinions of government employees with expertise are especially valuable to the public, particularly the opinions of dissenters.

The Founding Fathers believed that democracy is dependent on a free flow of information to the citizenry, and accordingly the first

---

10. It has been postulated that the essence of the first amendment is to protect expression related to self-government. Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 218 (1966); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 269 (1964). The crux of this theory, developed by Alexander Meiklejohn, is that the first amendment exists to preserve popular control of the government—Meiklejohn, The First Amendment is an Absolute, 1961 SUP. CT. REV. 245 (1961). The source of democratic control under the Constitution is the political process. The political process is meaningfully democratic only insofar as there is free and thorough public discussion of the issues. Thus the private right to speak under the first amendment is intended primarily to protect the public's power. Kalven, The New York Times Case: A Note on “The Central Meaning of the First Amendment,” 1964 SUP. CT. REV. 191 (1964). Meiklejohn posited that application of the first amendment should ensure that citizens have the access to all information and views useful in self-government. Meiklejohn, supra, at 255.
11. James Madison stated:
A popular government, without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy, or, perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own Governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.
The basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the very first object should be to keep that right.
The way to prevent [errors of] the people, is to give them full information of their affairs through the channel of the public papers, and to contrive that those papers should penetrate the whole mass of the people.
H. LASSWELL, NATIONAL SECURITY AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM 63 (1950).
amendment was incorporated to safeguard the people's ability to receive information. In particular, the philosophical underpinning of the first amendment freedom of the press is that a grant of special rights to those who disseminate written words protects the ability of these individuals to serve society's interest in an uninhibited exchange of ideas and information. Justice Douglas has written:

The press has a preferred position in our constitutional scheme not to enable it to make money, not to set newsmen apart as a favored class, but to bring fulfillment to the public's right to know. The right to know is crucial to the governing powers of the people, to paraphrase Alexander Meiklejohn. Knowledge is essential to informed decisions. The immunity conferred by the first amendment is concerned more with protecting the public than with protecting the publisher.

The Supreme Court has not yet explicitly defined a constitutional "right to know," though the idea has been developed in recent cases dealing with the conflict between first amendment interests of broadcasters and those of advocates of a particular point of view. In Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C., the Court upheld the authority of Congress and the F.C.C. to require a radio station to provide equal reply time under the fairness doctrine to the advocate of a point of view that had been attacked in a 15-minute broadcast. The ultimate rationale for the decision was that "the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experiences" was a more important first amendment interest than the right of the broadcaster to air what he pleased. The competing first amendment claims of broadcasters and groups seeking access to the airwaves to present political advertisements were weighed in C.B.S. v. Democratic National Committee. Chief Justice Burger, writing for a divided Court, suggested

Commentators have suggested various reasons why the Constitution did not explicitly protect the public's right to know. Henkin suggests that the Founding Fathers' commitment to a minimal, watchdog type of government kept them from declaring any rights which would require the government to take affirmative action. Henkin, The Right to Know and the Duty to Withhold: The Case of the Pentagon Papers, 120 U. Pa. L. Rev. 271, 273 (1971). Senator Hennings believed that the Framers took the public's right to know so much for granted that they deemed it unnecessary to explicitly include it in the Constitution. Hennings, Constitutional Law: The People's Right to Know, 45 A.B.A.J. 667, 668 (1959).

16. Id. at 390.
that “balancing the various First Amendment interests involved in the broadcast media” is essentially a matter of “determining what best serves the Public’s right to be informed.” Justice Brennan’s dissent on the merits is equally premised on the overriding importance of the public’s right to a full spectrum of ideas freely presented by those who advocate them.

A spurious interest paralleling the public’s right to know is the public desire for gossip. When an official’s private life interferes with her performance of her public duties, publication of details of the private life might contribute to the citizenry’s process of self-government. However, the public’s desire simply to hear gossip is not a significant interest when the issue is first amendment protection of leaked government information.

The size and complexity of the federal government and the influence of the few citizens who comprise the national media will in all probability lead to development of a constitutional right to know as a distinct first amendment interest, similar to freedom of the press. As Judge Craven wrote, concurring in United States v. Marchetti, “The ‘right to know’ is in a period of gestation. I think that the people will increasingly insist upon knowing what their government is doing and that, because this knowledge is vital to government by the people, the ‘right to know’ will grow.” Adoption of a first amendment right to know would help make constitutional principles compatible with modern conditions. As it may override a broadcaster’s first amendment interest, so under certain circumstances might the public’s right to be informed override the government’s interest in confidentiality.

The press has its own first amendment interests that are furthered by the publication of leaked government information. These may be characterized as freedom to publish without government interference. This interest first includes publication free from government censorship, that is, without prior restraint. A slightly more complex press interest is publication without fear of government retaliation, particularly criminal and civil punishment, because such a threat creates a chilling effect on the press’ free expression and can accomplish indirectly what government censorship accomplishes directly. Thus, the press’ interest is in

18. Id. at 102.
19. Id. at 172.
20. But cf. Wright, Defamation, Privacy, and the Public’s Right to Know: A National Problem and a New Approach, 46 TEXAS L. REV. 630 (1968). In this article, Judge Wright discusses the inadequacy of a constitutional approach to the public’s right to know in the defamation and invasion of privacy context and suggests congressional action to achieve the desired protection of the public.
having the content dictated by the press' concept of what information the public should have rather than by any government influence over the press.

The right to gather information is a recognized part of freedom of the press. In practice, this press interest requires that the press have first amendment protection at least in publishing information voluntarily conveyed to it. This suggests a press interest in not being liable for the means used by its source to obtain information. This promotes dissemination of information from as many points of view as possible, which is the goal of preventing government interference with the press. Without publishing leaked information, the press would be less able to expose government corruption and inefficiency and to provide a window on government decisionmaking. Advancement of the first amendment interests of the press is thus dependent on publishing leaks.

In addition to public and press first amendment interests that are served when the media publish information leaked by a government employee, constitutional protection also furthers the employee's interest in free expression. Leaking information is a government employee's way of participating in the public discussion of issues. Whether the employee releases a document or reveals similar information from memory, the process constitutes an individual bringing her level of awareness to bear on the problems of self-government. If anything, the employee's first amendment interest in expressing political opinions may be greater because as a civil servant she is possibly better informed.

Because the government employee is vulnerable to government reprisal in many forms, she has a particularly strong interest in first amendment protection. Her first amendment interest is not only in discussing her knowledge, but also in having access to the media to distribute the information to the public that receives the government's opposing point of view and that democratically controls the government.

An unauthorized leak occurs when a government employee makes public information that her superiors and the government information machinery have chosen not to disclose. The leaked information may have been classified for national security or administrative reasons, or withheld by the government without any legal authority. The motivation of the employee making the disclosure may vary. Leaks are often an effective means of influencing government policy, but they may also be motivated by personal vendetta against the employee's superior. Such personal vendetta is a spurious interest which should not weigh heavily in the first amendment balance. However, differences over policy often involve a power struggle, too. Here the courts must presumably decide whether a valid first amendment interest is at stake.

B. Government Information Policies

Historically, pervasive government attitudes and practices, rather than statutes or executive orders, have been the obstacle to public access to government information. When practicable, information is made public only insofar as it bolsters the public image of the agency and furthers the government's policies. Thus, the government conceals a great deal of information which is definitely "related to the process of self-government."24

The national security information classification system promulgated by Executive Orders 10,501 and 11,652 states that these orders create the only system of information classification in the federal government. However, this is inaccurate. The federal government has numerous security classifications more highly confidential than Top Secret. In addition to classification of information, separate systems for administrative control of information and limited distribution of documents exist in agencies—including agencies having no relation to national security. Under these practices and information control systems, not only do government agencies overconceal information, but they sometimes fail to protect documents which should not be disclosed.27

The executive and legislative branches have overlaid these traditional means of dealing with information with executive orders and

24. See note 10 supra.
26. See generally 1972 Hearings, supra note 25, at 3077 (SECURITY CLASSIFICATION). An example of administrative classification is "For official use only." EXDIS is an example of a category of limited distribution document. J. Edward Murray, in his statement on behalf of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, said that classification for reasons having nothing to do with security is the biggest problem for newspapers around the country in dealing with federal agencies. 1971 Hearings, supra note 3, at 232.
27. See, e.g., People v. Kunkin, 9 Cal. 3d 245, 507 P.2d 1392, 107 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1973), which reversed and vacated on the ground of insufficiency of evidence People v. Kunkin, 100 Cal. Rptr. 845 (1972). In this case, an employee of the state attorney general's office gave the Los Angeles Free Press a list of names and addresses of undercover narcotics agents. The list of agents was not administratively classified and, in fact, was being distributed to government offices throughout California with extra copies being enclosed.
statutes that attempt to balance the government's need for confidentiality against the public's need to know. Executive Order (E.O.) 10,290, issued by President Truman in 1951, established a national security classification system for the civilian departments of the federal government. E.O. 10,290 included only vague guidelines for classifying documents and did not provide for review of the classification. To reduce the overclassification inevitable under E.O. 10,290, President Eisenhower, in 1953, issued E.O. 10,501. E.O. 10,501 provided for classification of documents as Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential, with each classification defined in terms of the level of threat to national defense interests that would be posed by release of the information. Forty-six departments and agencies had original authority to classify, and generally they could delegate this authority. Any document containing information from a classified document would automatically be classified. President Nixon issued E.O. 11,652 in 1972 to repeal E.O. 10,501 and remedy the abuses that had occurred—basically the same overclassification abuses that E.O. 10,501 was intended to correct. E.O. 11,652 retains essentially the same criteria for classification, but reduces to twelve the number of departments and agencies with original Top Secret classification authority and somewhat limits the power to delegate classification authority. The most sweeping change under E.O. 11,652 is the provision for automatic declassification of documents—Top Secret after ten years, Secret after eight years, and Confidential after six years.

Most experts agree that both E.O. 11,652 and its predecessor, E.O. 10,501, have failed to correct abuses in the national security classification of documents. Both orders, through the lack of specificity of the criteria for classification, the widespread authority to classify, and the agencies' disregard of the value of public debate on the issues, allow the classification system to be abused and overused. For example, in the

---

30. It was reported in 1972 that 5,100 government officials had original Top Secret classification authority. Unknown numbers of officials possessed delegated authority for Top Secret classification, and even more had authority for Secret or Confidential classification. N.Y. Times, March 9, 1972, at 12, col. 5.
32. Exec. Order No. 11,652, § 2, 3 C.F.R. 339 (Supp. 1974), 50 U.S.C. § 401 (Supp. 1973). Thus, it was estimated that 1,860 instead of 5,100 officials will have original Top Secret authority. N.Y. Times, March 9, 1972, at 12, col. 5.
34. 1971 Hearings, supra note 3. Estimates as to the percentage of classified
Department of Defense practically everyone has the authority to classify documents, and incentive for proper classification is totally lacking.\textsuperscript{35} The elastic classification system's usefulness is limited to promoting bureaucratic efficiency by directing documents through government channels.

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) of 1966 was enacted as a response to this excessive secrecy and as an affirmative implementation of the principle that an informed electorate is vital.\textsuperscript{36} The philosophy of the Act is one of full disclosure by government of all information that does not fall within nine exceptions.\textsuperscript{37} This scheme was designed to achieve a workable balance of government and public interests to achieve the fullest responsible disclosure.\textsuperscript{38}

documents that are improperly included within the scope of executive classification ranged from Arthur Goldberg's 75 percent, with another 15 percent that need only short-term classification, to retired Department of Defense classification policy expert William G. Florence's 99.5 percent. 1971 Hearings, supra note 3, at 104.

A study conducted by the American University Department of Communication for the National Press Club found government employees to be thwarting access to information by obfuscation and delay under E.O. 11,652 as was typical under E.O. 10,501. WOLFSON, supra note 3, at 18.

\textsuperscript{35} 1971 Hearings, supra note 3, at 103 (statement of William G. Florence).

\textsuperscript{36} S. REP. NO. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1965).

\textsuperscript{37} The nine categories of information that are exceptions to the Freedom of Information Act are matters:

\begin{enumerate}
\item specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy;
\item related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;
\item specifically exempted from disclosure by statute;
\item trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;
\item inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;
\item personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;
\item investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such records would (A) interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) disclose the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of a record compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidential source, (E) disclose investigative techniques and procedures, or (F) endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel. [as amended Nov. 21, 1974];
\item contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or
\item geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.
\end{enumerate}


\textsuperscript{38} S. REP. NO. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1965).
Professor Kenneth Davis correctly predicted before enforcement of the FOIA began that, even under the assumption that the Act would be obeyed, the information that would be opened would be minimal.\(^{39}\) The loose statutory language describing the exceptions to the disclosure requirement\(^ {40}\) and the absence of uniform regulations for agency implementation\(^ {41}\) have fostered excessive withholding. More importantly, any phrasing of the exceptions broad enough to include all information that the executive should be able to keep confidential, necessarily must be so broad as to cover information that the executive has no legitimate reason to withhold.\(^ {42}\)

In addition to the difficulties with the language of the FOIA, a congressional study has characterized the first five years of implementation of the Act as bureaucratic footdragging.\(^ {43}\) An inherent problem is that the people who classify the documents are those who have consistently opposed legislation concerned with freedom of information. Given this fact, it is inevitable that the need for confidentiality will be overemphasized.\(^ {44}\)

In *Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink*,\(^ {45}\) the Supreme Court further limited the potential for release of information under the FOIA. In what it viewed as a strict statutory interpretation, the Court held that the Act's first exemption does not permit challenges to the classification of documents under E.O. 10,501 (11,652) and that *in camera* inspection is not an appropriate means for determining whether factual parts of documents withheld under the fifth exemption of the Act could be released without exposing the decisionmaking process.\(^ {46}\)

---

42. For example, the key information in the exposure of various government scandals such as tax scandals, the Dixon-Yates scandal, the stockpiling scandals, and the Billie Sol Estes scandal would fit within the fifth exception to the Freedom of Information Act, "intra-agency or inter-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy." See 1965 Sen. Hearings, supra note 23, at 535 (statement of Ralph Sewell on behalf of Sigma Delta Chi).
43. WOLFSON, supra note 3, at 17. In an analogous situation, federal agencies are providing strong opposition to current congressional efforts to require such agencies to make their regulatory decisions at public meetings announced in advance. Wall St. J., Sept. 23, 1975, at 1, col. 1.
44. The government, through the Justice Department, went to court more than forty times in the first Nixon administration to prevent the release of information under the Freedom of Information Act. This further polarizes the government as an opponent of the Act. WOLFSON, supra note 3, at 17.
46. *Id.* at 81, 93. While *Mink* deals only with the first and fifth exceptions, these are two of the broader exceptions, see note 34 *supra*, and, as the first Supreme Court
Although Congress has now amended the FOIA to reverse the *in camera* inspection holding in *Mink*, the case remains as the leading Supreme Court interpretation of the FOIA. Congress sought to achieve limited objectives with the FOIA, but the *Mink* decision undercuts even these.

It is thus clear that the FOIA can provide, at best, only a limited remedy to the problem of excessive government secrecy. The Act as drafted, enforced, and interpreted does little to improve public access to information about political issues. More importantly, the concept underlying the Act is faulty and has proven self-defeating. A statute that allows withholding of information that fits within broad categories of exceptions cannot protect the public from overconcealment. Moreover, a statute that requires an individual to request specific documents cannot afford the means for the citizenry to be well-informed.

The inadequate dissemination of information seems to be inherent in American government. Official regulations, including the FOIA and national security classification, protect confidentiality rather than promoting or protecting disclosure. They do not fulfill the function of balancing the need for confidentiality with the national interest in a free flow of information. Moreover, without a desire to reform information policies within the executive branch itself, legislative guidelines and classification categories cannot succeed in providing increased public access to information.

The attitudes of government administrators do not appear likely to
evolve in the direction of greater sympathy for the release of information. American international involvement will continue, the government will continue employing sophisticated public relations techniques, and the complexity of issues will grow. Also, with the increasing reliance on decisionmaking by a technocratic elite using cybernation, the electorate has an increasing need to know what information is being placed in computers. Moreover, cybernation has produced an implosion of information upon which government decisionmaking is based, and public access to data must accelerate for the citizen to maintain the same relative position vis-à-vis the official. Thus, public access to internal government documents and data must become more and more important. Some observers fear that the evergrowing bureaucracy will increasingly smother newsworthy information.52

II
THE PRESS

A. Judicial Censorship—The Doctrine of Prior Restraint

On rare occasions, the government has asked a court to enjoin publication of leaked information and thus to act as a censor.53 The occasions when a court has actually done so are even more rare. For, with the exception of "a single, extremely narrow class of cases," prior restraint is generally held to be incompatible with the freedom of the press guaranteed by the first amendment. As Chief Justice Hughes said in Near v. Minnesota,54 "the chief purpose of [the first amendment's] guaranty [is] to prevent previous restraints upon publication." The reason cited most often to support this proposition is that freedom of the press protects the ultimate first amendment interest of the public—its right to know. Prior restraint would prevent the timely dissemination of

52. The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on the Government and the Press reported its findings that the press does have this fear. F. GRAHAM, PRESS FREEDOMS UNDER PRESSURE 116 (1972).

53. So strong is the prohibition in American law against prior restraint that there appears to have been only one instance in our history when the government has sought to enjoin publication of leaked information by a newspaper. New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 725 (1971) (Brennan, J., concurring). The government has sought to restrain publication of a book on the ground that it contained classified information. United States v. Marchetti, 466 F.2d 1309 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1063 (1972) (for a discussion of this case, see text accompanying notes 126-29 infra). The government generally lacks advance knowledge as to what the press intends to publish. The publication of the Pentagon Papers was one of those unusual news stories that was serialized. In contrast, the Chicago Tribune story early in World War II disclosing that the United States had broken the code by which Japan transmitted its secret military and diplomatic messages, once published, left nothing that could be usefully restrained.

54. 283 U.S. 697, 713 (1930).
information from competing points of view, and allow the government to control the public's sources of news. The constitutional prohibition against prior restraint thus protects the marketplace of ideas in which competing points of view struggle for popular acceptance. If the government could constitutionally prevent publication, it could institute the type of policing operation that would ultimately allow it to close down the marketplace altogether and replace it with a company store.

Despite the presumption against the validity of prior restraints on publication, the government is still free to seek them, and no court has said that prior restraint can never be justified. Thus, the question of what circumstances justify a prior restraint remains open. What standard or burden must the government meet before prior restraint may be ordered? For 40 years, until New York Times Co. v. United States (the Pentagon Papers case), the leading judicial statement on prior restraint was Near v. Minnesota, which involved an attempt to use Minnesota's Gag Law to suppress the publication of a defamatory anti-Semitic newspaper. In a dictum in Near, Chief Justice Hughes, citing examples of situations in which prior restraint might be permissible, wrote that in time of war: "a government might prevent actual obstruction to its military recruiting service or the publication of the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops. . . . The security of the community life may be protected against incitements to acts of violence and the overthrow by force of orderly government." The dangers which Hughes found to justify prior restraint are best characterized by their gravity and imminence.

It was widely expected that the Near standard would be updated when the Supreme Court decided the Pentagon Papers case in 1971. The Court found that impending publication of the classified, national defense information contained in the Pentagon Papers did not justify prior restraint. The 6-3, three paragraph per curiam opinion confirms that only the most exceptional circumstances will justify a prior re-

57. 403 U.S. 713 (1971).
58. 283 U.S. 697 (1931).
59. Id. at 716.
straint, but sheds little new light on the question of what circumstances would be sufficient. The Court contented itself with the unadorned observations that: (1) there is a heavy presumption against the constitutional validity of any system of prior restraint; (2) the government must thus meet a heavy burden in seeking such restraint; and (3) it had not met that burden. Just what that burden was, the Court judiciously declined to say.62

Nor did the individual concurring or dissenting opinions offer any substantial standards to improve on Near. The Second Circuit correctly generalized Near and applied to the documents a "grave and immediate" danger test.63 The government argued that this should be interpreted as a "grave and irreparable harm" test.64 The American Civil Liberties Union, as amicus for the New York Times Co., urged that the government be required to satisfy a two-part test: (1) useful to the enemy, and (2) not contributing to political discussion.65 Justice Brennan interpreted the Near test to mean that "only government allegation and proof that publication must inevitably, directly, and immediately cause the occurrence of an event kindred to imperiling the safety of a transport already at sea [in time of war] can support even the issuance of an interim restraining order."66 In dissent, Justice Blackmun called for a "weighing, upon properly developed standards, of the broad right of the press to print and of the very narrow right of the government to prevent. Such standards are not yet developed."67 In concluding, Blackmun merely noted the "harm" test elaborated by Judge Wilkey in his dissent in the companion Washington Post case: the imminent threat of "the death of soldiers, the destruction of alliances, the greatly increased difficulty of negotiation with our enemies, the inability of our diplomats to negotiate . . . ."68

All of the suggested tests focus on the threat to national security posed by release of the specific sensitive information involved, rather than on a possible threat to government interests in free discussion within government and in efficient administration. This limiting of the government interest that can give constitutional validity to a prior

62. 403 U.S. at 714.
64. 403 U.S. 713, 732 (1971).
67. Id. at 761.
restraint is suggested by *Near* and is consistent with the judicially accepted rationale that the primary goal of the first amendment is to prohibit prior restraint of expression.69

The Court in the Pentagon Papers case considered the means by which the informants gained possession of the Pentagon Papers to be irrelevant to the question whether publication should be enjoined. Theoretically, this could encourage the use of illegal means to obtain information.70 Additionally, the official who controls the information which is leaked is generally without remedy against the press.71 However, if information has been obtained illegally, such as through wiretapping, the perpetrator of the crime is punishable by the government.72 Evidence of misconduct by government officials is so difficult to obtain, and its publication is so important, that the press should not be held accountable for the means used by the informant in obtaining the information. The balance weighs in favor of not allowing prior restraint on grounds that illegal means were used by the press' informant to obtain the information or that leaking it to the press was illegal.

**B. Criminal Prosecution of the Press After Publication**

The second way in which the government tries to use courts to discourage publication of leaked information is criminal prosecution of the offending newspaper or media. Two theories have been suggested under which those who publish leaked information may be criminally prosecuted. First, the Espionage Act expressly prohibits unauthorized use of certain kinds of government information. Second, on the theory that information is property, the unauthorized transfer of information may be a property crime.73

---


70. The distinction should be drawn between receiving information by leak and receiving information by an illegal means such as a wiretap. An analogy can be drawn between information sources for law enforcement and for the press. While the Constitution and statutes limit the police in using searches and seizures to gather information in an investigation, the police can seek information from other people no matter how the others obtained the information. The neighbor who was most directly invading the suspect's privacy is probably the person the police most want to question. Both the police and the press serve a public purpose; while they must observe certain restrictions while accomplishing this purpose on their own, they should be free to use any information furnished to them by others in accomplishing the public purpose.


72. This is particularly true in light of *Branzburg v. Hayes*, 408 U.S. 665 (1972) which permitted grand juries to question reporters as to the identity of their sources and made it more likely that illegal sources would be identified.

73. For example, the defendants in *People v. Kunkin*, 9 Cal. 3d 245, 507 P.2d 1392, 107 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1973), were prosecuted for receipt of stolen property. However, there is some debate as to whether unauthorized release or receipt for
Consonant with these theories, state legislatures and the Congress have enacted government information regulations and sanctions for violating such regulations. Prosecution of the press for publishing government documents might be based on criminal theft statutes designed to protect government property. The press might also be prosecuted under the federal espionage and confidentiality laws, public property law, or a records law. The proposed federal criminal code drafted by the Nixon administration and supported by the Ford administration includes a provision for post-publication punishment of media that print leaked documents.

Although criminal prosecution of the news media under the espionage laws is uncommon, the first amendment would not bar such prosecution under certain circumstances. The individual opinions of three of the justices in the Pentagon Papers case suggested that the government would have had to meet a less restrictive first amendment standard if it had prosecuted the New York Times and Washington Post under the espionage laws rather than seeking an injunction against publication.

The nonconstitutional limits on punishment of the press for a property crime when leaked government information is published are more problematic. The leading federal case on whether government documents are within the law of property is Pearson v. Dodd, which holds that publication of leaked papers belonging to a United States Senator is not punishable as a conversion of property. The court reasoned that to qualify as property, the information leaked must have literary, scien-

---

78. S. 1, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973); S. 1400, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973). Congress has not yet enacted a criminal statute and questions of constitutionality have not yet been answered.
80. 410 F.2d 701 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 395 U.S. 947 (1969). Former and present employees of Senator Thomas Dodd made copies of letters, office records and other documents in the Senator's files and gave the copies to syndicated columnists Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson who subsequently published some of the information. Dodd sued the columnists for invasion of privacy and conversion. Judge Skelly Wright writing for the Court of Appeals found that the defendants did not commit a conversion of the documents because Senator Dodd was not deprived of his use of them.
scientific, or commercial value that depends on its being kept secret.\textsuperscript{81} Not only was the information outside of the definition of property,\textsuperscript{82} but also, because Senator Dodd was not deprived of the use of the documents, he failed to establish the elements necessary to recover for tortious conversion. The court suggested that the appropriate action for the plaintiff was for invasion of privacy or defamation, though it hinted that even here recovery might be barred by common law and constitutional defenses.\textsuperscript{83} The court did not reach the question of first amendment defenses.

Arguably, it is difficult to generalize from the Pearson case because: (1) as a civil suit rather than a criminal prosecution of the press, first amendment defenses were not applicable in the same way; and (2) the documents were not government documents as such, but consisted of personal documents relating to Dodd's official position. However, the extensive elaboration by the Supreme Court of first amendment protection of the press in civil defamation suits demonstrates that tort liability arising out of publication is restricted by the first amendment just as is criminal liability.\textsuperscript{84} As to whether Senator Dodd's files were private as distinguished from government documents, the court referred to the private information contained in Senator Dodd's files\textsuperscript{85} but did not base its analysis on the distinction between public and private information or documents. Defining property by a value standard produces the same result under either analysis—the information is not subject to the laws of property. Senator Dodd controlled this information just as some government official controls any government information. Even if Dodd's documents were private and not government, Pearson is instructive regarding whether press publication of government information violates prohibitions against larceny and conversion, because the argument that government documents are not property is even stronger than the argument that private documents are not property.

A state case regarding whether government documents are within the law of property is People v. Kunkin,\textsuperscript{86} which involved a state

\textsuperscript{81} 410 F.2d at 708.
\textsuperscript{82} See Liberty Lobby, Inc. v. Pearson, 390 F.2d 489, 492 (D.C. Cir. 1968) (Wright, J., concurring), where Liberty Lobby, Inc. sought an injunction against publication of information from its files. Judge Wright rejected the argument that the lobbying association had a property interest, not compensable with money, in copies of the documents.
\textsuperscript{85} 410 F.2d at 706, n.23.
\textsuperscript{86} 100 Cal. Rptr. 845 (2d Dist. 1972), rev'd on other grounds, 9 Cal. 3d 245, 507 P.2d 1392, 107 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1973). The California Supreme Court reversed the conviction on the ground of insufficiency of evidence and, therefore, never reached the issues being discussed. For the purposes of the decision, the California Supreme Court assumed, without deciding, that the government document was property. Hereinafter,
prosecution of the Los Angeles Free Press, its publisher, and one of its reporters for receiving stolen government property consisting of a roster of undercover agents working for the California Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement. Kunkin held that the document had value, and that it was property and not information as the defendants argued. The California Second District Court of Appeal distinguished Pearson as relating to conversion rather than stolen property, and so avoided confrontation with the force of the Pearson opinion.87 In Kunkin, whether the roster of undercover agents was property turned on whether it had value. The court found that it had value in four senses: (1) the sheets of paper had value; (2) the preparation, assembly, and distribution of the document reflected costs and thus value; (3) the roster had value as a compilation of information, analogous to a list of telephone subscribers that has commercial value; and (4) there was some evidence that the Los Angeles Free Press considered paying 20 dollars for the roster, although no such payment was made.88 The court of appeal rejected first amendment claims raised by the defendants.

Although the courts in Pearson and Kunkin reached opposite conclusions as to whether the government documents that had been leaked to the press were property, they agreed that resolution of the question turns on whether the documents have value. The Kunkin court gave value a broad meaning so that the value of the paper as paper, if not the value of the information, requires that government documents be protected by the law of property. Value under Pearson is limited to commercial value for which the government intended to use the information. Thus, under the Kunkin test, whenever a copy of a document is passed to the press the government's property rights are violated, but if the information is passed by telephone no property interest is automatically violated. The court justified drawing the line at this point on the basis of efficiency in enforcement and protection of government information. The line is easily drawn and creates a significant obstacle to unauthorized leaking of information, but its deficiency is too glaring to be overlooked. Documents have value to the public, the press, and most importantly to the government not because of the paper on which they are printed, but rather because of the information contained therein. Thus, the information should either have value so as to qualify as

---

88. Id. at 850-51.
property no matter in what form it is leaked, or the information should not qualify as property under any circumstances.\(^8\)\(^9\) *Pearson* is on sound footing, both in terms of judicial precedent and social policy, in concluding that government information not being held for its commercial value does not fall under the protection of the law of property.

Under whatever theory a prosecution is brought, the first amendment limits Congress' ability to punish the press criminally for publication of leaked government information. But the standard that the government must meet before punishment may be imposed is not clear. Congress has either tacitly or explicitly authorized an executive branch classification system and criminal sanctions for violating it. But the legislative and executive branches have virtually unfettered discretion in implementing standards for classification, and such latitude is unacceptably overbroad as a first amendment standard for punishment of receiving and publishing leaked government information. The classification system itself cannot serve as the first amendment standard, since this would mean that a determination of when the press is punishable would rest simply on the majority will of the legislature, or the caprice of the executive. Any system of classification may include information the publication of which could not be restrained by an injunction. Additionally, any classification system will probably be abused by overuse. Further, various legislation protects the confidentiality of different amounts of information, but the first amendment should not vary with the statute then in force. A first amendment standard different from congressionally created information classification systems must be developed to limit the government's ability to punish the press for publication of leaked information.

Such a standard should take account of at least five considerations, three of which are directly related to the purposes of the first amendment. First, it should focus on the appropriate role of the press in providing the public with information useful in self-government. Second, it should not discriminate based on political beliefs. Third, it should give maximum feasible protection to the public's right to know. Fourth, though not a first amendment consideration, it should provide some deterrent against the press' exposing properly secret information. And lastly, it should provide a basis on which the media can predict

\(^8\) Because corporate documents are copyrightable, if they are taken by an employee, she can be prosecuted for theft and the corporation has a civil remedy for conversion. However, federal statutory law forbids copyrighting government documents. 17 U.S.C. § 8 (1970). Further, the Register of Copyrights has noted that "control over the unauthorized dissemination of unpublished Government Works should be dealt with as a matter of security rather than literary property." COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION, PART 6, HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. at 9 (Comm. Print 1965). Thus copyright law supports the position that government documents are not property.
their liability from their actions. There are at least three possible standards for determining the constitutionality of prosecuting the press for publishing documents obtained via an unauthorized leak.

First, tests based upon the content of the information are possible. Similar to the prior restraint area, one approach under this kind of test would be to allow prosecution of the media whenever a court finds that the published information presents a danger to the state. But this type of content analysis fails to consider the first amendment role of the press because it ignores whatever value the information might have for public discussion. Alternatively, the content of the information could be judged solely by its usefulness for public discussion. Prosecution of the media would be prohibited unless a court determines that the information contributes little or nothing to the self-governing process. This approach, however, neglects completely the interest of the state in secrecy. Adoption of either approach to the content test would create a deterrent effect upon publication of information conceivably within the prohibited range. Since the press could not, by a good faith belief that publication was proper, immunize itself from prosecution, a chilling effect would be created whenever substantial doubt existed.

A second possible test is a balancing test—balancing the government's interest in secrecy against the public's interest in having access to information. However, balancing tests can always be criticized for failing to provide predictability. This uncertainty is likely to destroy much of the protection of society's interest in use of the information in the self-governing process because of the chilling effect problem already discussed. Balancing also places too much emphasis upon the political beliefs of the court that must determine the value of the leaked information's content in the self-government process.

In order to properly take into account all five considerations previously discussed, the first amendment should be held to prohibit prosecution of one who publishes leaked information absent a showing that the publisher held some improper state of mind as to the content of the information published. A subjective test is necessary to avoid undesirable self-censorship by the press in an attempt to avoid prosecution.

An appropriate subjective test for punishing publication of leaks, including national security information, might be to determine if the information was published "in reckless disregard of the excessive harm to the governmental interests contrasted with the lack of value for the public in self-governing." 90 The first amendment does not protect the

---

90. It would, of course, be possible to have a subjective test that permitted prosecution if the publisher were merely negligent in disregarding the balance of values connected with publication of the information. But this creates problems of uncertainty, and thus forfeits the main advantage of a subjective test.
publisher of leaked information if: (1) the public's interest in maintaining the secrecy of the information outweighs the public's interest in receiving the information and (2) the publisher, taking into consideration her constitutional duty of providing the public with the information useful for self-governing, recklessly disregards the balance against disclosure. By having the court balance the competing first amendment and government confidentiality interests, this standard requires that the publisher take into account the interests opposing the public right to know. However, to prevent the specter of criminal punishment from restraining the press that in good faith believes that publication serves the public interest, punishment should only be constitutionally permissible if the decision to publish was made in reckless disregard of the overriding importance of maintaining confidentiality. Protecting the press with a subjective standard is necessary to avoid the chilling effect and desirable to preserve the press' unique capability of informing the public.

A first amendment standard based on the publisher's state of mind concerning content was first applied to the press in defamation cases and subsequently expanded to invasion of privacy actions. The government's interest in confidentiality can be analyzed and weighed in much the same way as a private citizen's interest in reputation or privacy. A court must balance the interests in reputation, privacy or confidentiality against the public's right to know, the government employee's right to free expression, and the press' right to publish. Unlike defamation cases, however, truth or falsity is not the primary issue when government information is leaked, because the government's interests are threatened whether the information leaked is true or false. The issue that the press must not recklessly disregard is the injury to the national interest resulting from disclosure. Proof of harm to the national defense or other strong national interest might be equivalent to the proof of damages necessary to recover for defamation.

Two problems appear to plague the "reckless disregard of the balance of interests" standard. First, despite the strong presumption against the validity of prior restraints, this standard might prevent punishment of the press in some situations in which prior restraint would be constitutionally permissible. A document may both contribute to the public discussion of the issues and create a grave and imminent danger to the nation. Publication of such a document would be restrain-

A stricter standard than the one proposed could also be adopted: a publisher could not be prosecuted unless he knowingly disregarded the excessive harm from publication. In certain circumstances, however, this would prevent authorities from punishing behavior which nearly all would agree is dangerous.

able, but punishment of the press would be constitutionally impermissible. Such a situation is rare. It would seem that if a court enjoins publication of particular leaked information and the media goes ahead and publishes it, the media would then be punishable for contempt of court. Allowing prior restraint of information when its publication would not result in punishment of the press is justifiable because of the different social policies supporting prior restraint and punishment: restraint serves to protect a government secrecy interest, whereas punishment forces the press to be responsible in fulfilling its function of keeping the public informed. If the press in trying to carry out this function is not reckless, it should not be punished.

The second problem with the proposed state of mind constitutional standard for criminal conviction of the press is that it might not sufficiently protect the government's interest in confidentiality. When a leak occurs, the government usually does not have the warning necessary to go to court for an injunction before publication. Thus, disallowing punishment leaves the media undeterred from printing potentially dangerous information that is of use in public discussion.

No line is without its social costs, but this line seems to be the least costly. In protecting both the freedom of the press and government secrecy, the government because of its control over the information, its possible adverse action against the employee who leaks information, and its ability to manage news, is better able to bear the burden of constitutional restrictions.

Regardless of the test used, the question arises regarding the relevancy of the government's classification system. Under New York Times Co. v. United States, whether or not the leaked information was classified is irrelevant in the court's determination of whether prior

92. Although the government's interest in secrecy should be considered, the press will be unable to guarantee the public's right to know if it can be punished simply for failure to take into account a competing interest. To reduce the chilling effect on first amendment expression and ensure the press' ability to protect the public's right to know, constitutionally permissible punishment is limited to situations of reckless disregard.

93. This test, by allowing criminal punishment of reckless and deliberately irresponsible actions by the press, should reduce the incentive for the government to resort to illegitimate means for controlling the content of publication, either through pressuring the media or relying on the implicit threat of doing so. The government can do this by granting competing media greater access to government news sources, licensing of broadcast media, anti-trust and other court actions, tax evasion and other investigations, and pressure on advertisers, upon whom most media depend. This is not to condone the use of such illegal means to inhibit the press, but only to acknowledge that possible resort to such tactics by the government is a source of power which chills the press and is a course of action not to be encouraged.

94. 403 U.S. 713 (1971).
restraint of the press is constitutionally permissible. This result should equally follow for criminal punishment because classification is often unrelated to the necessity of maintaining the confidentiality of the content of the information, and because classification generally occurs without regard to any contribution the information might make to public discussion. The arbitrary nature of classification also means that the government may be unable to protect its security interests if punishment is impermissible just because information is not classified. Under Chief Justice Hughes' troop movement or ship embarkation examples, the government's ability to punish the media that publishes such information should not depend on whether the document bore a classification stamp. Conversely, the government relies on executive classification to prevent embarrassment, hide corruption, and hide inefficiency. A press criminally liable for publication of such classified information cannot achieve one of its purposes that the first amendment protects, i.e., to prevent deception.

The foregoing analysis suggests that punishment on the basis of the existing classification system is unconstitutional under the first amendment. If classification is limited to use as a tool for channeling information within the bureaucracies, the system is permissible. But if violation of the classification system is statutorily determined to be a basis for criminal conviction of the press, the system should be declared unconstitutional. Infringement of the flow of information to the public under a classification system is justifiable under the first amendment only if neither the press nor government employees lose their rights to disseminate information. Even if the government limited classification to documents containing only technical information—and even assuming such information is of no use in self-government—and looked to the usefulness of the information to the public before classifying, using the classification system as a limit on information dissemination to the

95. The Pentagon Papers were national security classified documents, but quite possibly were improperly included within the scope of E.O. 10501. 1971 Hearings, supra note 3, at 105-06 (statement of William G. Florence). Even so, only six of the Justices voted against prior restraint. The other Justices were mistakenly influenced by the classification.

96. The one exception to the rule that classification is irrelevant to the issue of the constitutionality of a subsequent punishment is that the status of information as classified might be evidence of the knowing nature of the press's disregard of the information's lack of value to the public in self-government. Also, punishing the press for receiving the information or for some other offense besides publication should not have a lower constitutional standard. In fact, the possibility of punishment for receipt without publication would have a greater chilling effect than punishment for publication. Additionally, the government interest is not nearly so strong since the information is not being made public.

97. See note 6 supra and text accompanying.

public would still be inconsistent with the first amendment. Protection of the press' first amendment interests prohibits subsequent punishment without determining the interests of the publisher.

III

PUNISHMENT OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

Even when the press cannot be constitutionally prosecuted for receipt or publication of leaked information, the question still remains whether the source of the leak, the government employee, may be prosecuted or fired. If first amendment protection is extended to the leaker as well as to the press, the government employee may have a constitutional defense against adverse action in the employment context as well as against criminal prosecutions for leaking.

The extent of the protection might be conceived by the courts as depending upon whether the government initiates a criminal prosecution or an adverse action. Two arguments might support the differing extent of constitutional protection. First, the uniquely employer interest of the government is weightier in an adverse action against an employee than in a criminal prosecution of the same employee. The government has a stronger justification for firing a disruptive employee than for jailing that employee. But the greater vulnerability of employees to adverse action in the employment context than to criminal prosecution suggests a stronger employee first amendment interest in the face of loss of job or demotion. Second, arguably the employee's loss of job is less grievous than criminal sanctions. However, potential dismissal, like criminal sanctions, inhibits free expression. For a government employee who leaks information, criminal prosecution is rare and, therefore, loss of job is the greater threat. Day-to-day free exercise of civil liberties depends on a property basis for these rights and a secure job is one of the most necessary property bases. The Supreme Court has provided broad protection for first amendment rights of government employees and employees of government contractors from impingement by loss of job. Thus, both case law and logic suggest that constitutional protection should not vary with the type of sanction the leaker faces.

A threshold question is whether leaking by a government employee

---

99. This assumes that the classification of the leaked information passes the initial test i.e., that the information is properly classified.
is expression within the meaning of the first amendment. Three arguments can be made that leaking is not protected speech: (1) leaking is conduct rather than expression; (2) the first amendment protects expression of opinion, but not of information; and (3) leaking should be governed by principles of agency law.

That leaking may involve the transmittal of documents in addition to speech and thus may not be “pure speech” suggests an expression-conduct analysis, under which the expression would be protected but not the conduct.\textsuperscript{103} But the traditional rationale supporting the speech-conduct analysis is inapplicable to leaks. The expression-conduct analysis is inapplicable to leaks. The expression-conduct dichotomy is applied to limit the form of expression, not the content.\textsuperscript{104} But to characterize leaks as unprotected conduct would in effect be to say that a particular idea can be prevented from being expressed because the leak is a necessary part of the expression. In order to argue that a leak is conduct not protected by the first amendment, the government must demonstrate an interest in preventing the conduct—\textit{e.g.}, the taking of documents—apart from any interest in preventing communication.\textsuperscript{105} However, the government’s real concern is in preventing the communication in order to maintain confidentiality. The actual transfer of the document is important only because it is a necessary element of communication.\textsuperscript{106} Therefore, because the government is attempting to regulate the speech element rather than the conduct element, the non-pure speech analysis is inappropriate.

The second argument that leaking is not protected expression is that a line should be drawn between the expression of opinions, which is protected, and the conveying of information received in confidence,\textsuperscript{107} which, according to this approach, is not. The problem arises when the employee releases documents without comment. Courts, however, have

\textsuperscript{103} See The Supreme Court, 1970 Term, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 199, 210 (1971), suggesting that prosecuting Daniel Ellsberg for leaking the Pentagon Papers to the press is prosecution for conduct and not for expression.


\textsuperscript{105} The widespread use of electronic copying machines has all but eliminated the threat that the leaking of a document would leave the government without another copy of the document.

\textsuperscript{106} However, the California Court of Appeal (Second District), in People v. Kunkin, 100 Cal. Rptr. 845 (2d Dist. 1972), rev’d on other grounds, 9 Cal. 3d 245, 507 P.2d 1392, 107 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1973) (see note 86 supra), did draw a distinction between oral communication and the passing of documents because of the greater accuracy of written information and the greater volume of material communicable. This point has some validity, but it is not the type of distinction upon which constitutionality should turn because it is a bogus distinction. The governmental interest is as much harmed by spoken as by written leaks. This distinction points up the fallacy in the symbolic speech argument.

\textsuperscript{107} Often, of course, expression of an opinion on a public issue is interwoven with the release of information.
not yet distinguished between expression of opinions and information in first amendment adjudication. In fact, through this failure to distinguish the courts have neglected the somewhat different issues involved in assuring expression of information. Sources of information are not as widespread as sources of opinion, and the threat against civil liberties that prevents information from becoming public is often more subtle: not criminal punishment or crowd violence, but loss of job. Arguably the expression of information is in greater need of protection through innovative application of constitutional directives than is the expression of opinion. Case law and public policy offer no grounds for arguing that the first amendment line should be drawn to protect opinion but not information.

The third argument is that, under general principles of agency law, the employment relationship creates a duty not to disclose information which the employer wishes to keep confidential. The agent is thus under a duty to act solely for the benefit of the principal\(^{108}\) and only with authorization.\(^{109}\) The Restatement of Agency interprets those rules to mean that an agent is under a duty not to reveal information received in confidence. However, even without constitutional protection the agent may take political stances contrary to the interests of the employer.\(^{110}\) Although leaking government information is more closely akin to revealing information received in confidence, it also often involves taking political stances contrary to the interests of the leaker's superiors. And in some cases, at least, the differing political stance may be based on the very information that the government seeks to keep confidential and the employee wants to make public.

In addition, the first amendment gives the employee added protection in expression when the employer is the state, for first amendment constraints always apply to the government while private employers are not so restricted. Thus, although principles of agency law might reflect the popular traditional concept of government employment, court decisions on the first amendment rights of government employees, rather than agency law, are determinative of whether the employment relationship between the government and civil servants takes the act of leaking information outside the scope of expression protected by the first amendment.

The courts have yet to articulate a totally coherent and comprehensive theory of the first amendment rights of government employees. Through the 1950's and 1960's, courts repeatedly stated that public

\(^{108}\) Restatement (Second) of Agency § 387 (1958).
\(^{109}\) Id. § 383 (adding the proviso, "except when privileged to protect his own or another's interest").
\(^{110}\) Id., § 387, illustration 3 at 202.
employment cannot be conditioned on the surrender of constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{111} Viewed in light of these pronouncements, \textit{United Public Workers v. Mitchell},\textsuperscript{112} approving the Hatch Act's restriction on political participation by government employees,\textsuperscript{113} seemed overruled in principle, being based on outdated constitutional concepts. In 1973, however, in \textit{U.S. Civil Service Commission v. National Association of Letter Carriers},\textsuperscript{114} the Court reaffirmed its approval of the Hatch Act. The import of this decision was that the Constitution does not forbid the denial to government employees of some rights that are usually considered constitutional rights. Thus, it is important to look at both the purposes of the Hatch Act and the Court's analysis in \textit{Letter Carriers} to determine what bearing they have on the issue of whether leaking is within the retained first amendment rights.

\textit{Letter Carriers} upheld the Hatch Act by balancing the employee's right to participate in partisan politics against the government's interest in promoting fair and efficient government by preventing incumbents from using the Civil Service as a political machine. An equally important consideration was that advancement should not be dependent on currying favor with superiors. The interests that tipped the balance in favor of the government in \textit{Letter Carriers} do not support the conditioning of government employment on refraining from leaking information. Limiting the partisan political activities permissible for government employees eliminates the incentive for officials who might otherwise pressure subordinates into becoming party functionaries. The Court in \textit{Letter Carriers} thus was partially balancing the competing interests of government employees. These considerations are not present in the issue of leaks because the employees have no interest to be weighed against their freedom to contribute (by leaking) to the public discussion of government policies. Moreover, the Hatch Act did not prohibit all participation in elections by government employees. The Hatch Act was a legislative decision to condition government employment on abstaining from particular \textit{activities} as a partisan rather than to condition government employment on abstaining from engaging in partisan activity. Prohibiting leaking curtails expression on the issues of self-government rather than curtailing activity.

\textsuperscript{112} 330 U.S. 75 (1947).
\textsuperscript{114} 413 U.S. 548 (1973).

Most of these cases dealt with employment of "subversives," rather than with the issues involved in leaks such as criticism of one's superiors and unauthorized disclosure. However, the issues are similar: the protected interests of the employee are considered inimical to the interests of the employer.
In fact, the Court's decision in *Letter Carriers* depended on its interpretation of the Hatch Act as limiting activities in election campaigns without infringing on the right to vociferously support candidates and political policies.\(^{115}\) *Letter Carriers* upholds a legislative ban on partisan activities not only because of the particular threat that they pose, but also because they are not expression in the first amendment sense.\(^{116}\) Unlike activities prohibited by the Hatch Act, however, restrictions on leaking go directly toward prohibiting expression on the issues themselves, a prohibition which the Court in *Letter Carriers* implied would be unconstitutional.\(^ {117}\) Thus, punishing leaking might well be inimical to the first amendment, while the Hatch Act is not.

Finally, the Hatch Act arguably does little to protect either government interest emphasized by the Court in *Letter Carriers*. Despite the Act, a successful career as a civil servant often depends on supporting the incumbent. Defenders of the practice of allowing the executive branch to enforce political homogeneity within the bureaucracy argue that this simply requires employees to work in the interests of the government. Actually it is more akin to demanding partisan loyalty. On the other hand, insofar as leaks by employees further the dissemination of informed political opinions in opposition to administration policies, the *Letter Carriers* rationale supports giving such leaks first amendment protection. Such a policy would discourage the development of a monolithic Civil Service political machine, and an effective Civil Service need not include a requirement that employees adhere to the political beliefs of their superiors.

The United States Supreme Court has not decided any cases that considered the extent of first amendment protection for government employees who leak information to the press, but the extent of first amendment protection of government employees who publicly criticize superiors has been the issue in numerous Supreme Court cases.\(^ {118}\) Criticism-of-superior cases raise most of the same considerations as leak situations. Whether a government employee chooses to influence her agency's policies by releasing information to the press or by directly criticizing the policies through the press, the government employee's interest in participating in the discussion of political issues is the same.

115. 413 U.S. at 575-76, 579; Alderman v. Philadelphia Housing Auth., 496 F.2d 164, 171 (3d Cir. 1974). *Letter Carriers* further states that the Hatch Act allows full participation in public affairs as long as it does not compromise the efficiency, integrity, and neutrality of the agency. 413 U.S. at 556-57.

116. 413 U.S. at 556.

117. Id. at 567.

Similarly, the press' first amendment interest in disseminating ideas from diverse viewpoints as well as the public's interest in hearing expression useful for informed self-government are qualitatively the same for receiving leaked information as for receiving criticism of a government agency by its employee, although arguably the interest is greater for receiving information than opinions. The government's interest in effectively implementing policies and in maintaining employee loyalty are similar for leaks and criticism. However, one government interest, that of maintaining security, while being threatened by public criticism of agency officials, is more seriously impaired by information leaks. When the information leak threatens national defense interests or third party privacy rights, the government's security interest is a significant counter-weight to the employee's, press', and public's first amendment interests. But in the usual unauthorized leak of information relating to policymaking in a non-national defense context, the government's security interest does not add significantly to the interests in efficient administration and effective policy implementation. Thus, the overall considerations of courts in applying the first amendment should be the same in leak as in criticism situations, but the applicable standard should differ so as to focus on the government's need for confidentiality in leak cases. Accepting in a non-national defense context, the government's security interest to leak cases to provide the starting point for developing the appropriate first amendment standard for protection of government employees who are threatened with sanctions because they leaked information.

Pickering v. Board of Education119 is the Supreme Court case regarding constitutional rights of government employees that is most analogous to the leak situation. It is the leading case defining the first amendment right of a government employee to criticize, through the media, a superior or a policy of her agency. Pickering was a high school teacher who wrote an inflammatory letter to a local newspaper criticizing the Board of Education. The letter disclosed information tending to cast discredit on the policies of the Board of Education, but was found to be somewhat inaccurate in its recitation of facts. The Board of Education sought to fire Pickering, and he sued for an injunction against the dismissal. The Court held the letter from the teacher to the newspaper to be protected expression within the first and fourteenth amendments and, accordingly, that adverse action against Pickering was constitutionally prohibited because the statements in his letter were not "shown to have been made either with knowledge of their falsity or with reckless disregard for their truth."120 In so holding it implied that the New York Times Co. v. Sullivan test is the appropriate standard against

120. Id. at 573.
which to measure an employee's published criticism of her agency, at least where the employee's criticism does not render impossible her continued effective performance of her job.\footnote{121}

Not only are the first amendment interests similar in leak and criticism-of-superior situations, but also the facts of \textit{Pickering} are close to those typical of leaks. Both \textit{Pickering} and unauthorized leaks involve publication of information by an employee particularly familiar with an issue and expression that is critical of the agency and that is intended to cause public interference with agency implementation of policy. Also, the Board of Education objected to Pickering's letter because of the information that it provided to the public through the media. Arguably, a letter to the editor, such as Pickering's, is more likely to be false because the facts recited in such letters typically are not checked for accuracy. Moreover, such a letter might well do more to disrupt the functioning of the agency because the employee's name is associated with it, the information is not integrated into an article which might well seek to balance it with the government's point of view, and the letter is more likely to be written in inflammatory language.

\textit{Pickering} reflects the constitutional philosophy of the Warren court. Justice Rehnquist's opinion in \textit{Arnett v. Kennedy}\footnote{122} might imply that the Burger court believes that the rights protected by \textit{Pickering} must be limited. The Court in \textit{Arnett} upheld a firing under the Lloyd-La Follette Act, which permits adverse actions against government employees "for such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service."\footnote{123} \textit{Arnett} did not reach the question of what expression by a government employee is constitutionally protected and avoided any confrontation with \textit{Pickering} by assuming that Kennedy's criticism was made in reckless disregard of the truth.\footnote{124}

The issue that the Court addressed in \textit{Arnett} was what statutory

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{121. Some lower courts have incorrectly interpreted \textit{Pickering} as holding that a balancing approach is appropriate. \textit{E.g.}, \textit{Bean v. Darr}, 354 F. Supp. 1157, 1161 (M.D.N.C. 1973).}
\item \footnote{122. 416 U.S. 134 (1974). Kennedy sought declaratory and injunctive relief against his former employer, the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), after he was fired for publicly stating that the regional director of OEO attempted to bribe a representative of a community action organization. Kennedy argued, first, that the procedure of the firing violated procedural due process protections of the United States Constitution and, second, that the public criticism for which he was fired was expression protected under the first amendment. The three judge district court granted summary judgment for the plaintiff on both causes of action. 349 F. Supp. 863 (N.D. Ill. 1972), rev'd, 416 U.S. 134 (1974). Because the appeal was from a grant of summary judgment, the Supreme Court assumed the truth of appellant's allegation that Kennedy's statement was made in reckless disregard of the truth. The Court then held that the facts alleged by the government, if true, justified dismissal under both the statute and the Constitution.}
\item \footnote{123. 5 U.S.C. § 7501(a) (1970).}
\item \footnote{124. 416 U.S. 139, 139-40. See note 122 supra.}
\end{itemize}}
criteria for adverse actions against a government employee are constitutionally permissible. The Court avoided the question of what speech by Kennedy is constitutionally protected, and instead interpreted the statute as excluding dismissal for constitutionally protected expression. Essentially, the Court in Arnett says that the constitutional right of free expression will be protected when the facts so demand, but that it will not strike down legislative efforts to set administrative standards that both extend and restrict benefits when an employee argues that the legislative restrictions are so broad as to infringe constitutionally protected expression. In that situation, the Court will simply construe the statute narrowly so that its sanctions may not be applied to infringe expression protected by the first amendment.

Despite analysis that shows the holding of Arnett to be generally consistent with Pickering on the issue of the first amendment right of government employees to criticize their superiors, the application of the law by the Arnett Court suggests that the Court was discreetly limiting the right of civil servants to criticize the policies of their agency. The opinion's lack of sympathy for government employees who criticize their superiors fosters the impression that the Court would find it acceptable if bureaucrats were able to terminate employees who question agency policy. To the extent that Arnett is so interpreted, the courts would be going beyond the case's holding and its logic, breaking with what should be controlling precedent, and creating bad law and social policy.

The problem is how to develop from Pickering and Arnett the appropriate first amendment test for sanctions against government employees who leak information. As previously discussed, the first amendment interests of the employee, press, and public are qualitatively the same when an employee criticizes her agency in the media as when she leaks information to the press. The government interest differs to the extent that the unique threat posed by leaks is revelation of confidential information while the unique interest in preventing criticism is that the public presumes that a government employee is well-informed in her criticism. Therefore, the knowing-falsehood standard of Pickering is logically related to the government interest being protected. The first amendment is dependent on the Court's willingness to uphold statutory language as not unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. Justice Rehnquist in announcing the judgment of the Court found the Lloyd-La Follette standard of "cause" to be valid because Congress adopted this language as a politically acceptable effort to protect government's power to fire. 416 U.S. at 159.

125. The majority accepted the argument that Congress' ability to legislate reform is dependent on the Court's willingness to uphold statutory language as not unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. Justice Rehnquist in announcing the judgment of the Court found the Lloyd-La Follette standard of "cause" to be valid because Congress adopted this language as a politically acceptable effort to protect government's power to fire. 416 U.S. at 159.
126. Id. at 162.
127. Id. at 229 (Marshall, J., dissenting) (stating that Arnett provides no guidance as to what expression is punishable).
128. See text following note 118 supra.
amendment test that is logically related to the government confidentiality interest threatened by leaking is "knowing or reckless disregard of the likelihood that disclosure will result in serious harm."

The difficulty with the proposed test is in formulating a standard as to what constitutes "serious harm." While prior restraint of the press should only be constitutionally permissible upon a showing of immediate and irreparable harm such as to the defense of the nation, the government employee can be punished for causing "serious harm," a lower requirement. On the other hand, defining "harm" as public opposition to agency implementation of policy is too inclusive and runs counter to the public's interest in receiving information, and is thus too low. Arnett v. Kennedy, discussing the statutory limits on adverse actions against employees, clarifies the meaning of "harm"—the speech itself must be the impediment to the agency's functioning. Even then the government's interest in efficiency can be great enough to overcome the interest in otherwise protected expression only when the expression substantially impedes the agency. Although leaking might undercut office discipline, under Arnett this does not constitute substantial interference with the functioning of the agency.

129. Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134, 162 (1974); accord, Iannarelli v. Morton, 327 F. Supp. 873 (E.D. Pa. 1971), aff'd, 463 F.2d 179 (3d Cir. 1972); Bean v. Darr, 354 F. Supp. 1157 (M.D.N.C. 1973). Iannarelli was discharged by the National Park Service for using his position to foment disaffection and dissension among fellow employees by falsely stating that their superiors were practicing racial and religious discrimination. The court held that the government must prove intent to foment or there would be a chill on his first amendment rights. Intent to foment, although the term itself is not totally clear, does not mean intent to build interest and anger about possible job discrimination, but rather to foment in the sense of trying to disrupt the work environment. That disruption might be the result of raising the issue of job discrimination does not suffice as a justification for an adverse action against the employee, nor does an intent to create disharmony over the issue.

Bean v. Darr is an action by a person dismissed from a position of "Sanitarian II" with the county health department. The Bean court found discussion of methods to improve the efficiency of a government agency to be of public interest and to be constitutionally protected. The fact that the discussion was in the form of criticism by a government employee of her superiors does not change the status of the discussion as constitutionally protected. But the court granted summary judgment for the defendant because the plaintiff's criticism was not an orderly attempt to improve efficiency or expose corruption, but rather involved repeated insubordinate speech, disruptive conduct, and total disregard for office harmony and the rights and feelings of co-workers.

Emerson rejects a "good cause" or "detrimental to the best interests of the service" formulation as the constitutional standard for dismissal of government employees. He believes that adverse actions are only permissible so long as they are based on employee competence or behavior that impinges on relations within the organization. T. I. Emerson, The Systems of Free Expression 566-67 (1970).

130. Nebraska Dep't of Roads Employees Ass'n v. Dep't of Roads, 364 F. Supp. 251 (D.C. Neb. 1973), applied this principle holding that criticism of a government employee's superior is protected if there is no close working relationship with the superior and the statement meets the New York Times test for falseness. Cf. Lefcourt v. Legal Aid Society, 312 F. Supp. 1105 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), aff'd, 445 F.2d 1150 (2d Cir. 1971); Watts
Applying the proposed test to three fact situations helps clarify its meaning. First, in the criminal prosecution of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo for leaking the Pentagon Papers, it is doubtful that the leak caused serious harm to the defense of the nation. Therefore, Ellsberg and Russo should be constitutionally protected from punishment. Two variables to consider in determining whether the leaker is disregarding the likelihood of harm are: the gravity of the government interest threatened and whether the employee is a sufficiently high level official so that loyalty is particularly important. For example, if the national defense interest had been threatened by the Pentagon Papers, the nature of the interest would have made the threat grave, thus putting Ellsberg and Russo on notice of the potential for harm. Ellsberg and Russo, however, were not in policymaking positions where the government would be especially justified in demanding their personal support for agency programs. A second fact situation is the leak (presumably by a secretary) to the University of California at Berkeley student newspaper of a copy of a confidential report by the University administration proposing changes in the management and operation of the University libraries. The government's interest is in effective implementation of University policy, disruption of which is not as grave as interference with the national defense. The leaking of the report did not itself harm this interest—the immediate danger was only that interested citizens will oppose the agency's program. Further the leaker was not a policymaking official of whom the University can justifiably demand a higher standard of loyalty. A third fact situation is the Tuskegee Syphilis Study which was made public in 1972 after thirty years of allowing black men with syphilis to go untreated. The study was reviewed as recently as 1969, but did not become public until (presumably) some leaker passed information to the press. Publication resulted in termination of the study and payments by the government, but this change in policy and enforced government accountability are exactly the types of harm that are insuffi-


131. Ellsberg and Russo were indicted for violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371, 641, and 793. These offenses are: conspiracy to defraud the United States, conversion of government property, and transmitting defense information. Ellsberg and Russo were not government employees at the time of the leak of the Pentagon Papers, but rather were employed by a government contractor. This should not affect the level of the first amendment protection because the leak involved government documents and because it was the government that sought to punish the leakers.

132. Colman, UC Libraries May Merge, Daily Californian, Feb. 2, 1973, at 1. Who leaked the report and whether the leaker was a secretary is unknown.

cient to make punishment of the government employee constitutionally permissible.

No reported case directly decides the issue of the extent of first amendment protection from sanctions of a government employee who leaks information. The cases that have dealt with related issues have suggested improperly narrow limits on such first amendment protection. For example, in *United States v. Marchetti*, the Fourth Circuit granted the government a preliminary injunction against publication of a former CIA employee's book, which contained classified information. The court found that Marchetti's first amendment right to criticize the CIA did not include disclosure of confidential information that had been classified, though it did include disclosure of nonconfidential information. The decision allowed court review, but only to determine, first, whether the information censored is actually classified, and second, that it has not previously been released. The concurring opinion went farther, recognizing that Marchetti's first amendment right should not be sacrificed to arbitrary and self-serving classification of government documents and holding open the possibility of judicial review of the reasonableness of the classification. However, even the concurring opinion mistakenly assumed that reasonable government classification was the standard by which Marchetti's first amendment right should be measured. In *Bottcher v. State of Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services*, an action by a government-employed chemist who was given a "conditional" rating by her supervisors because she provided technical information to the Pollution Control Board, the court

134. *United States v. Marchetti*, 466 F.2d 1309 (4th Cir.), *cert. denied*, 409 U.S. 1063 (1972). *Marchetti* is a prior restraint case, but it is appropriately discussed in this section because the government court action was directed against the former government employee. If the constitutional standard is different for prior restraint, the shift is in the employee's favor, putting a greater burden of proof on the government.

135. However, rather than applying the appropriate constitutional tests to the information, the court, supposedly in deference to the government's strong interest in secrecy, enforced an adhesion contract, Marchetti's secrecy agreement with the government. H. Edgar & B. Schmidt, Jr., *The Espionage Statutes and Publication of Defense Information*, 73 COLUM. L. REV. 929, 1078 (1973). In light of the constitutional limits on the government, not to mention principles of contract law, a government employee cannot be made to surrender constitutional rights through an adhesion contract.


137. *Id.* at 1318. An opinion like the court's encourages abuse of the classification system. In fact, on remand the District Court found the CIA's censorship to be greatly excessive, and ordered publication without eliminating most of what the CIA had sought to eliminate. For a description of subsequent trial and its findings, see 509 F.2d 1362 (4th Cir. 1975).

138. 361 F. Supp. 1123 (N.D. Fla. 1973). Bottcher leaked the result of chromatographs to another government agency rather than the press, so the first amendment interests might differ from those analyzed in arriving at a first amendment test for efforts by the government to punish employees who leak information to the press.
did not reach the first amendment issue. The court appeared to believe that a government employee could be punished for failure to obey reasonable regulations on disclosure, although verdict was for the plaintiff on procedural due process grounds without confronting what substantive criteria are constitutionally permissible. In Bottcher and Marchetti and future cases that arise out of leaks of information by government employees, courts should evaluate the facts in light of the employee's, press', and public's first amendment interests.

CONCLUSION

Both the courts and the country are presently in a period of tension as to the appropriate moral, legal, and constitutional standards for leaks of government information to the press. For the first time, the role of leaks as generators of news is a subject of widespread public discussion. At the same time, the courts now sporadically adjudicate conflicts surrounding leaks. Court decisions have failed to acknowledge and deal with the new understanding of the social importance of leaks. However, it seems likely that the relationship between the individual dissenter within an institution and the news media will receive increased recognition in judicial opinions. This Comment analyzes existing case law and public policy considerations and suggests guidelines for courts to follow in resolving the legal controversies likely to arise in leak situations.

When a government employee leaks information to a press which subsequently publishes the information, traditional press, public, and government employee first amendment interests are advanced. In the Pentagon Papers case, the Court held that—despite the government's interests in self-preservation, efficient administration, and confidentiality—the first amendment interests prohibited a prior restraint on the press' publication. This Comment develops tests by which the courts can evaluate these interests not only when the government seeks to restrain publication of leaked information, but also when the government subsequently seeks to punish the press that published the information or the government employee who leaked it. The courts have not yet fully recognized the significant role of leaks in advancing the public's interest in receiving information useful in self-government and the government employee's interest in free expression. Due to the great vulnerability of government employees and the fragile protection given to the public's right to know, such recognition is crucial.